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Test de nivel online si acreditas menos de B2.

MÁS 
INFORMACIÓN

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16KEPUKrM6a1rre25Fbue4mE3Ex1hATto

IMPORTANT WEBSITES FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Website and handbook for international students: 

Central pages for visiting students with information on visa, insurances, 
financing, costs etc.:

For studying in Germany, having a recognized health insurance is mandatory. 

https://www.hs-osnabrueck.de/en/wiso/international/incoming/

https://www.hs-osnabrueck.de/en/study/study-
offerings/international/incoming/visiting-students/
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Non-EU students have to take out a German public health insurance once they
arrived in Osnabrück. Our university does no longer accept any private or foreign
health insurance. Please communicate this issue to your students, that they should
not take out any health insurance from the home country, in order to avoid having
two health insurance and more costs. EU students can bring their European Health
Insurance Card (EHIC).

Moreover, we would like to recommend all students to get a travel insurance for the
journey to Germany.

REGISTRATION PROCEDURE

The following order is suggested:

Step 1: Online application for admission as an exchange student at 
https://www.hs-osnabrueck.de/en/wiso/international/incoming/#c209975 by 
May 15, 2018 
Step 2: Online application for an accommodation (optional, but 
strongly recommended) at https://www.hs-osnabrueck.de/en/housing-
service/#c28691- for further information, kindly contact @email. 

This application will be done after the e-mail with the confirmation of
acceptance as exchange student has been received

Step 3: Online registration for the Summer International Language 
School German (optional, but recommended) at 
https://www.hs-osnabrueck.de/en/study/study-offerings/international/summer-
and-winter-programs/international-summer-language-school-german/, for the
details kindly contact intensive-german@hs-osnabrueck.de. 

This course is held during the semester break before the lectures begin.
Classes for beginners and advanced learners are offered. It is not
compulsory, though recommended, as it does not only help to learn
German or to improve the German language skills, but also offers an
attractive cultural program. Moreover, it enables your students to have a
smooth transition right from the start, to orient themselves already in
Osnabrück and to establish first contacts to other international students.
Exchange students from our partner universities can even benefit from a
reduced course fee.

Step 4: First selection of modules in online learning agreement
(only to be done by regular exchange students, dual degree students
shall clear their modules with the coordinators of our international
Bachelor - Ms. Anne-Christin Stockmeyer, @email or Master degree
programs - Ms. Sabine Kohlsaat, @email)
Course catalog for exchange students, module requirements, workload,
module descriptions: 
https://www.hs-osnabrueck.de/en/wiso/international/incoming/#c209980
and following webpages for Online learning agreement, procedure and
activation periods:

Hochschule Osnabrück
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